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Abstract This paper describes a walking robot con-
troller for negotiation of terrains with different traction
characteristics. The feedback is based on three percep-
tion systems. The purpose of the presented research
is to enhance the autonomy of the walking robot. The
information about the class of the terrain allows the
robot to work in the real world scenarios more effi-
ciently. In the presented work twelve types of the
ground were tested. Suitability of each type of the
perception system for characterizing the terrain class
was checked. Namely, vision, depth and tactile sen-
sors were used. In each case as a classifier the Support
Vector Machines were utilized. The separate classi-
fication results from each sensor were combined to
obtain better precision and recall in the ground clas-
sification process. The information about the terrain
type was fed into robot controller to adapt the robot
gait parameters. The goal was to achieve good balance
between the speed of the movement and the vibration
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caused by the bounciness and the irregularities of the
terrain.

The paper begins with the description of the exper-
imental setup. Next, the classification results for each
sensor used are presented. Then, the rules of com-
bining classifiers were tested. Finally, the robot gait
controller was proposed and evaluated.

Keywords Walking robots · Terrain classification ·
Gait control

1 Introduction

Walking robot to operate in a real world scenarios
requires the knowledge about the terrain type which
it is going to negotiate. This information is indispens-
able for adjusting the gait characteristics to the ground
type. Using the appropriate gait parameters allows the
robot to walk reliably and efficiently on different sur-
faces. Walking robots which control systems takes into
account the information about the properties of the ter-
rain are scarce. However, there are many examples of
the perception systems for obtaining the information
about the terrain class. This knowledge could be gath-
ered using different sensors: cameras, depth sensors,
Inertial Measurements Units or Force/Torque sensors.
In literature examples of the use of each type of the
sensing modality for ground classification purposes
were described.
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1.1 Related Work

Visual Perception The most popular sensor in robotics
is a camera. Research on vision systems is well
developed and many algorithms for image process-
ing are available. The use of machine vision for the
ground classification is described in several papers.
The group from Oxford is working on visual urban
scene labelling [32, 36]. The purpose of their research
is to equip the autonomous car with the reliable per-
ception system of the surroundings. The investigation
is mainly focused on urban environment. Research
described in [1] is concentrated on the natural environ-
ment. Authors have taken into account the intra-class
variability of the selected terrains and use hierarchical
classifiers to lower the cost of the computation. In [13]
visual classification of the ground type was used to
change the gait patterns of the Little Dog robot.

Depth Perception The topic closely related to the
computer vision is depth sensing. In most cases, for
the task of the terrain classification, the robots are
equipped with camera and the information obtained
from images is supported by the depth data. This
is the case for DARPA challenge robotic cars [39],
as well as for the robotic cars build in UK [36].
There are also projects where only the depth sensor
is used for a navigation and recognition of the ground
type. For example planetary rover described in [14] or
Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) presented in [28].

Tactile Perception Different approach to gathering
information about the ground is the use of Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) or Force/Torque (F/T) sen-
sor. Majority of the research on this topic is done for
the mobile, wheeled platforms equipped with IMU
[7, 34, 47]. In the experiments described in the above-
mentioned papers vibrations of the robot chassis while
riding on different terrain types were measured. The
registered signals were used for the classification
purposes. Authors of [15–17] are presenting similar
approach but they are using a simple tactile probe,
equipped with an accelerometer, for the terrain classi-
fication. Other method of material classification was
reported in [26]. The dynamic tactile sensor – com-
pliant pin that makes contact with the surface, and
a capacitor microphone form a sensing device. The
classification is based on mixed visual and tactile
information. Other example of applying two types

of measurements (vibrations and vision) to terrain
classification process was described in [48].

In the field of walking robots one approach to
sensing the ground could be the use of inertial mea-
surements and joint currents in robot leg, as it was
presented in [4]. The description of the vibration based
terrain classification using single robot leg was given
in [20]. The method was further extended to natural
terrains and presented in [19]. The perception of the
ground based on the measurements of the forces and
torques at the tip of the robotic leg during the single
step is described in our earlier work [42, 46].

Rough Terrain Negotiation The research on motion of
the multi-legged walking robots is mainly focused on
the roughness of the terrain – its relief. For example
in DARPA Locomotion Challenge the algorithms for
terrain negotiation were tested on the ground mock-
up [24]. Other research which was focused on the
terrain shape was presented in [3]. Nonetheless, there
are some research done where the type of the ground
is taken into account in the gait control algorithm. One
of the examples could be [18], where the robot RHex
is able to identify if it is either walking on the dry or
wet sand and it is either in the water or not. The robot
selects the appropriate gait accordingly. This research
was further extended to other terrain types and walk-
ing speed adaptation in [31]. Other recent research
on recognizing terrain type is presented in [4]. These
two aforementioned approaches are based on the tac-
tile information and are rather limited in the range
of the terrain types which were used in the experi-
ments. Namely, there were respectively only four and
three types of the terrains used in the tests. In the
work described in [13] the classification is based on
the vision information and the performance of the
robot was tested for five ground types using three
preprogrammed gaits. Similar approach to the afore-
mentioned one was presented in [50]. Some advances
in six-legged robot gait control were described in [35],
where the robot was able to adjust to the irregulari-
ties of the terrain dynamically using the information
about the contact with the ground. However, the pre-
sented results regarded only ground relief. Addition-
ally, some simulation work was done on the cost of
locomotion of the hexapod robot [49].

Apart from the multi-legged robots some research
in the terrain negotiation is done for the biped robots.
For example the simulation on the ground compliance
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were performed for the robot SHERPA [11]. On the
other hand some similar research was done using
adjustable stiffness of the robot leg [40]. The research
on the influence of the ground type on the gait is also
conducted in the study of the human walking as for
example in [29, 30].

In the presented paper the Discrete Event Systems
(DES) approach was used for the control of the robot.
Such an approach was proposed as early as at the
end of 80’s in [8]. The further work on this topic is
described in [21]. The DES approach was used for
obstacle avoidance [23] and gait generation for multi-
limbed robots [33]. The graph approach to rock climb-
ing performed by the robot was proposed in [6]. The
latest research in the field of walking robots is mainly
focused on hybrid systems. The attempts of using
this mathematical apparatus are presented in [9]. The
more extended approach is described in [37] where the
hybrid system was used for achieving robotic bipedal
walking. Our earlier paper [45] also describes the use
of DES for urban obstacles negotiation.

1.2 Approach

Our first contribution is the use of the larger dataset
of the ground samples – 12 – comparing to the similar
research done for the walking robots and known to the
author. In relation to [4, 18] our set is 4 times larger
and comparing to [13] where 6 terrain types were
tested our database is two times larger. The largest
set of terrain samples – 8 – were tested in the experi-
ments conducted with the walking robot and described
in [50].

Moreover, the classification was performed by
simultaneously using three types of perception sys-
tems i.e. RGB, depth and tactile. Such an approach has
not been yet encountered by the author in the litera-
ture regarding walking robots. What is more, the rule
for combining the results of the separate classifiers
suitable for the task was proposed. The gain of the
discriminative power of the classifier resulting from
the use of each sensing modality was checked. Based
on this results, combined visual-tactile sensing, data
acquisition scenario was introduced.

Additionally, the controller which is adjusting
walking robot gait parameters to the terrain type using
DES was proposed.

The reminder of the paper is the following. At the
beginning the experimental setup is described. Then,

the classification results for each sensing modality are
presented. Next, the proposed approach to merging
the results from separate classifiers is given. Subse-
quently, the influence of the gait parameters on the
robot performance while walking on the different ter-
rain types is shown. Then, the robot gait controller
is proposed and evaluated. At the end concluding
remarks are given.

2 Experimental Setup

2.1 Walking Robot

In our experiments, the six-legged walking robot
called Messor was used. The trunk of the robot is 30.6
cm long and 26 cm wide. The segments of the leg have
the following dimensions (looking from the trunk of
the robot): coxa 5.5 cm, femur 16 cm, tibia 23 cm. The
servomotors in the leg joints are position controlled.
The robot is equipped with Hitec HSR-5990TG with
HMI (Hitec Multi-protocol Interface) which allows
only to change P and D gain of the internal controller,
using three fixed values. However, the speed of the
motor rotation could be set in the wider range of val-
ues. The robot is shown in Fig. 1 and it is described in
details in [44].

For the purposes of the ground classification the
Kinect RGB-D sensor and Force/Torque sensor (ATI
Mini-45) mounted on the tip of the robot leg were
used. Additionally, on the chassis of the robot, approx-
imately in its centre of mass, the Attitude Heading

Fig. 1 Messor walking robot used in the experiments
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Reference System (AHRS) Xsens MT-28A53G25 is
mounted.

In the controller evaluation process video cam-
era uEye-UI-1225LE-C was utilized. It has a picture
resolution of 752x482 px and frame rate 87 fps.

2.2 Experimental Mockup

For the experiments twelve types of the terrain
were prepared. The robot was walking on: artificial
grass, grit, pebbles, sand, green rubber tiles, concrete
ground, black rubber tiles, wooden boards, rocks, PVC
tiles, ceramic tiles and carpet tiles. All the ground
types are shown in Fig. 2. The selected terrain sam-
ples are frequently encountered indoors and outdoors.
Some of the terrain classes in the set are hardly dis-
tinguishable for one type of the perception system,
but are easy to differentiate by the other type. For
example: green and black rubber tile are easily distin-
guishable by the vision system, but they have the same
shape – depth sensor, or the same bounciness – tactile
sensor. On the other hand pebbles and ceramic tiles
have the same texture, but different shape and different
bounciness.

2.3 Software Used

To perform most of our research we were using off-
the-shelf libraries. For the machine vision algorithms
the OpenCV library [5] was used. For managing point
clouds the Point Cloud Library was utilized [38].
Classification problems were solved using SVMLIB
[10].

3 Terrain Classification

3.1 Depth Perception

The description of the terrain in the spatial context
provides useful features for the ground classification
process. Its shape gives the information of the height
of the obstacles as well as of the terrain roughness and
irregularities.

Data Acquisition For depth data acquisition
Microsoft Kinect was used. Registration was per-
formed in changing lighting conditions. The data was
acquired in the laboratory in the daylight (the sunlight
was passing through the side windows of the room)
and with the artificial light (fluorescent). The Kinect
device was moved around the terrain samples. The
snapshots were taken about 40 cm above the ground
and the camera was tilted down as it is shown in
Fig. 3. From each point cloud of the terrain small
patch was taken (10x10 cm).

The data was acquired without using the IMU.
Therefore, the orientation of the patch local coordi-
nates frame regarding to the global reference frame
attached to the ground had to be established. In order
to do so, the normal to the surface for the centroid
of the patch was calculated. Radius for obtaining the
normal to the surface was set to 5 cm – to obtain
averaged value. Next, the patch was translated and
the centroid of the patch was aligned with the origin
of the global reference frame. Then, the patch was
rotated so the majority of the normals points upwards.
The obtained rotation was not accurate, so using the

Fig. 2 Terrain types used in experiments: artificial grass a, grit b, pebbles c, sand d, green rubber tiles e, concrete ground f, black
rubber tiles g, wooden boards h, rocks i, PVC tiles j, ceramic tiles k and carpet tiles l
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Fig. 3 Patch of the point cloud registered during the experi-
ments

Iterative Closest Point method the patch was rotated
and the local coordinates frame was aligned with
global reference frame.

Features Having the appropriately prepared patch of
the point cloud the set of features was proposed. For
each dimension (x,y,z) the standard deviation for the
position of all the points was calculated. Next, the
standard deviation of all the normal vectors compo-
nents (x,y,z) was calculated (with radius of 1 cm).
Feature descriptor for each patch has six dimensions.

xpc = [std(X), std(Y ), std(Z),

std(Nx), std(Ny), std(Nz)] (1)

where:
xpc – feature vector for the point cloud;
X, Y, Z – position of the points pi;
Nx, Ny, Nz – components of the normal vectors ni;
i = 1 . . . m, where m is the number of points in the
cloud patch.

The selection of the features is based on related
work on that subject. In [22] terrain roughness index
was proposed. It is calculated as a standard deviation
of local elevations. Additionally, the terrain classi-
fication described in [28] was performed with the
covariance matrix computed for the distribution of 3D
points. Moreover, the approach based on calculating
normals was described in [2]. It is named Uneven-
ness Point Descriptor (UPD). The equation for UPD
contains module of the sum of the normal vectors in
the selected point neighbourhood. This provides the

invariance to the terrain slope. Likewise, the influence
of the terrain slope could be alleviated by first calcu-
lating the ground plain and then transforming it to the
common reference frame as it was presented in [27].
Then, the standard deviation of point height is invari-
ant to the slope of the terrain and the set of features
selected in the presented research could be used. How-
ever, in the approach presented in this paper fixed
orientation of the ground plain was assumed for all
terrain samples.

Results During the data acquisition phase 84 patches
for each terrain sample were gathered. The data was
split into two sets: training (60 patches) and test-
ing (24 patches). The described above feature vectors
were passed to the SVM classifier. The classifier was
trained to identify 12 classes of the terrain (see Fig. 2).
The parameters of the SVM were established using
grid search and the cross-validation. The best preci-
sion for the training set was equal to 63.33 %. The
classification result for the testing set was worse and
was equal to 51.90 %. The confusion matrix for the
classification of testing data is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Confusion matrix for classification of 12 terrain types
using point cloud data. Classes names are: artificial grass(1),
grit(2), pebbles(3), sand(4), green rubber tiles(5), concrete
ground(6), black rubber tiles(7), wooden boards(8), rocks(9),
PVC tiles(10), ceramic tiles(11) and carpet tiles(12)
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3.2 Tactile Perception

Other sensor which enables the acquisition of the data
about the characteristics of the ground is the F/T sen-
sor mounted on the robot foot. The force and torque
signals are measured while robot is walking on the dif-
ferent ground types. The obtained data is used to solve
the classification problem.

Data Acquisition Data were gathered by using ATI
Mini-45 sensor, which is calibrated by the manufac-
turer. Robot was walking straight with the average
walking speed V = 2 cm/s, using wave gait. The mea-
surements are acquired during the whole motion of
the robot, in static and dynamic states. The sampling
frequency of the transducer was set to 200 Hz. The
obtained signal comprise 400 samples for each robot
step. For each ground sample data from 42 steps was
acquired. The data consists of 6 channels, 3 force vec-
tor components (Fx, Fy, Fz) and 3 torque vector
components (Tx, Ty, Tz). The exemplary signals from
the transducer, acquired while robot was walking on
the rocks, is shown in Fig. 5. The force and torque data
were shown on separate plots due to its different scale.
Each colour on the plot represents different compo-
nent of the force and torque vector. Namely, red – x,
green – y, blue – z.

Features To obtain the features appropriate for the
classification, the approach similar to the one pre-
sented in [17, 47] was adopted. Namely, the four

different statistical values of the registered signals
were computed – variance, skewness, kurtosis and the
5th statistical moment.

xtc = [var(Fx), skew(Fx), kurt (Fx), μ5(Fx), . . . ,

var(Tz), skew(Tz), kurt (Tz), μ5(Tz)] (2)

where:
xtc – feature vector for the tactile data.

Having the output of the transducer with 6 chan-
nels the dimensionality of the feature vector is 24. In
Fig. 6 the calculated statistical values for Fz and Tx

components of the signal are shown. The plot shows
the variance, skewness and kurtosis calculated for the
data gathered while walking on six different ground
types (42 steps).

Additionally, feature vector was extended by cal-
culating Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of acquired
signals. The plot of the FFT for Fz signal is shown in
Fig. 7. As it could be observed, the highest response
was obtained for the lowest frequency. This sample
was excluded from the feature vector. It allows to
avoid the problem of lowering the importance of the
responses for subsequent frequencies in the classifi-
cation process. The final vector was formed using 24
samples for each signal. After the 25th sample the
responses are negligible. The feature vector consists
of 24 responses for 6 channels which results in feature
vector length equal to 144 dimensions.

Fig. 5 Registered data from F/T sensor – robot walking on rocks: force signals a, torque signals b
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Fig. 6 Statistics computed from F/T signals for force a and torque b while walking on different types of the terrain. The ground types
are: black rubber tiles(br), wooden boards(wd), rocks(roc), PVC tiles(pcv), ceramic tiles(cer) and carpet tiles(lin)

Results For the classification purposes the gathered
data was divided into two sets: training – 30 steps,
testing – 12 steps. The classifier was taught to iden-
tify 12 classes of the terrain. The training procedure
was performed similarly to the one used for the point
clouds. The result (precision) for the training set using
statistical moments is equal to 80.83 % and for the
testing set is equal to 76.39 %. The performance

of the classifier, presented in the form of the confu-
sion matrix, is shown in Fig. 8. The result (precision)
for the training set using Fourier Transform is equal to
96.40 % and for the testing set is equal to 86.11 %. The
performance of the classifier, presented in the form
of the confusion matrix, is shown in Fig. 9. For the
longer feature vector, which combines the statistical
moments and Fourier transform, the results were the

Fig. 7 Fast Fourier
Transform of Fz signal –
walking on different types
of the ground. The ground
types are: black rubber
tiles(br), wooden
boards(wd), rocks(stn),
PVC tiles(pcv), ceramic
tiles(cer) and carpet
tiles(lin)
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Fig. 8 Confusion matrix for classification of 12 terrain types
using tactile perception – statistical moments. Classes names
are: artificial grass(1), grit(2), pebbles(3), sand(4), green rub-
ber tiles(5), concrete ground(6), black rubber tiles(7), wooden
boards(8), rocks(9), PVC tiles(10), ceramic tiles(11) and carpet
tiles(12)

same as for the Fourier data alone. The comparison
of the obtained results for each classifier are shown in
Table 1.

3.3 Visual Perception

The most popular approach to the terrain classifica-
tion is the use of the RGB data. The suitability of the
visual cues for the classification of our testing set with
different terrain types was tested.

Data Acquisition The visual data was acquired using
the RGB camera of the Kinect. The same points as
in the part of the research regarding depth data were
selected for the classification purposes using visual
cues. The data was retrieved for different lighting
conditions – daylight and artificial light (luminescent).

Features To obtain the feature vector, the approach
similar to the one presented in [36] was adopted.
The images were converted to the HSV colour space.
Then, the mean and variance of hue and saturation
of each patch was computed. Additionally, the his-
tograms (10 bins) of hue and saturation for the patch
were obtained.

Fig. 9 Confusion matrix for classification of 12 terrain types
using tactile perception – Fourier Transform. Classes names as
in Fig. 8

xvs = [mean(H), var(H), mean(S), var(S),

hist10(H), hist10(S)] (3)

where:
xvs – feature vector for the vision data;

The feature vector for each patch has 24
dimensions.

Results Similarly to the two earlier classification
experiments SVM classifier was trained to identify 12
classes of the terrain. There were 84 sample patches
for each type of the terrain. The training set consists
of 60 samples and the testing set comprise 24 sam-
ples. The obtained overall precision for training set is
equal to 90.41 %. However, for the testing set the per-
formance is worse and the overall precision is equal to
69.79 %. The detailed performance of the classifier for
the testing set, presented in the form of the confusion
matrix, is shown in Fig. 10.

Table 1 Classification results for different classifiers

Force Force F stat and Depth Vision

stat. Fourier Fourier

Precision 0.7639 0.8611 0.8611 0.4792 0.6597

Recall 0.7970 0.9053 0.9070 0.4590 0.6011
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Fig. 10 Confusion matrix for classification of 12 terrain
types using visual perception. Classes names are: arti-
ficial grass(1), grit(2), pebbles(3), sand(4), green rubber
tiles(5), concrete ground(6), black rubber tiles(7), wooden
boards(8), rocks(9), PVC tiles(10), ceramic tiles(11) and carpet
tiles(12)

4 Combining Classifiers

In presented so far classification experiments, three
types of the perception systems were used separately.
Namely, depth, vision and tactile perception were
tested. Having the results from several classifiers its is
possible to merge them, to obtain better classification
results. The weaknesses of one sensing modality could
be complemented by the use of the different one. The
SVMLIB, which was used to perform classification
procedure, provides multi-class probability estimates
for each testing sample. This property is required to
perform combinations of the classfiers. When combin-
ing classifiers for each of the 12 terrain types, 12 test-
ing samples of data, obtained for each sensing modal-
ity, were taken. The testing set for RGB and depth data
is smaller comparing to one used in the experiments
in the previous sections. The tactile perception set has
cardinality equal to 12 for each terrain sample, so the
cardinalities of the remaining sets were lowered. This
allows to obtain equal cardinality of all three testing
sets. The results of the classification for the smaller
number of samples for each modality are shown in
Table 1.

4.1 Combination Rules

According to [25] the responses of separate classifiers
were combined, to obtain:

assign Z → ω if

P (ωj |x1, . . . , xR) = max
k

P (ωk|x1, . . . , xR) (4)

where:
xi – measurements,
i = 1 . . . R, where R is the number of classifiers;
Z – pattern;
ωj – class.

In our research four rules of combining classifiers
were tested [25]:

Max rule:

assign Z → ω if

R
max
i=1

P(ωj |xi ) = m
max
k=1

R
max
i=1

P(ωk|xi ) (5)

Min rule:

assign Z → ω if

R
max
i=1

P(ωj |xi ) = m
max
k=1

R

min
i=1

P(ωk|xi ) (6)

Median rule:

assign Z → ω if

R
max
i=1

P(ωj |xi ) = m
max
k=1

R

median
i=1

P(ωk|xi ) (7)

Product rule:

assign Z → ω if

R
max
i=1

P(ωj |xi ) = m
max
k=1

R∏

i=1

P(ωk|xi ) (8)

The classification results, while using these four
methods of combining classifiers for three different
modalities, are shown in Table 2 – best results are
marked using bold typeface. The result of the best
classification strategy (product), in the form of the
confusion matrix, is shown in Fig. 12.
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Table 2 Classification results for combination of force
(Fourier), depth and vision information

min max median prod

Precision 0.8681 0.8750 0.9236 0.9444

Recall 0.8956 0.8874 0.9298 0.9515

4.2 Influence of Different Sensing Modalities
on Classification

Furthermore, the share of each modality in support-
ing base classifier (tactile) was checked. The results
are shown in Table 3. It is clearly visible that, the use
of the combined tactile and vision information about
the terrain, gives the improvement by 5 % over the
results obtained with the tactile information only. Fur-
ther improvement was obtained by using depth data
and it was equal to 2 %.

The results of combining only vision data with
depth data and using different merging rules are shown
in Table 4. Here the best performance was achieved for
min rule. The confusion matrix for this case is shown
in Fig. 11.

4.3 Data Acquisition Scenario

The results obtained for the combination of the dif-
ferent sensing modalities provide an opportunity to
introduce the data acquisition scheme. When working
in the real world conditions the scenario of gather-
ing the knowledge about the environment, proposed
in our earlier work [41], is as follows. The robot
approaches the new terrain. From the distance the
information about the terrain could only be gathered
by using vision and depth sensors. The results of the
classification using these two modalities are shown in
Table 4 and in Fig. 11. The highest possible preci-
sion (min rule) is 79.86 % and recall 83.22 %. This
is the certainty of the ground model which robot is
able to achieve when standing in some distance from

Table 3 Classification results for combination of force
(Fourier) with depth or vision information

Force Fourier Force Fourier Force and Vision

and Depth and Vision and Depth

Precision 0.8611 0.9167 0.9444

Recall 0.8770 0.9298 0.9515

Table 4 Classification results for combination of depth and
vision information

min max median prod

Precision 0.7986 0.6875 0.7014 0.7847

Recall 0.8322 0.6898 0.7071 0.8067

the new terrain. However, when the robot gets closer
to the terrain and performs the first step on it the tac-
tile information could be acquired. The confidence
about the terrain class rises. The precision is now
equal to 94.44 % and recall is equal to 95.15 %.
While the robot moves towards the new terrain the
confusion matrix shown in Fig. 11 transforms into
confusion matrix shown in Fig. 12. Now the level of
the robot confidence about the world model is suffi-
cient to perform the control actions based on this type
of a feed-back.

5 Controller

The information about the environment obtained by
the perception system could be used for adjusting gait
parameters of the walking robot to improve its motion
capabilities. The walking process can generally be

Fig. 11 Confusion matrix for classification of 12 terrain
types using combination of depth and vision data by min
rule. Classes names are: artificial grass(1), grit(2), pebbles(3),
sand(4), green rubber tiles(5), concrete ground(6), black rub-
ber tiles(7), wooden boards(8), rocks(9), PVC tiles(10), ceramic
tiles(11) and carpet tiles(12)
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Fig. 12 Confusion matrix for classification of 12 terrain types
using combination of tactile, depth and vision data by product
rule. Classes names are: artificial grass(1), grit(2), pebbles(3),
sand(4), green rubber tiles(5), concrete ground(6), black rub-
ber tiles(7), wooden boards(8), rocks(9), PVC tiles(10), ceramic
tiles(11) and carpet tiles(12)

divided into two phases: movement of a single leg, and
the movement of the whole body of the robot.

Focusing on the movement of a single leg. The sit-
uation is shown in Fig. 13. It was assumed that the leg
is in the appropriate position to start the leg cycle. In
the first phase the leg is lifted – Fig. 13a. This phase
is marked with the number (1). In the second phase
the leg is moving freely in the direction of the indi-
cated movement – Fig. 13b. This is the protraction
phase and it is marked with the number (2). In the third
phase the leg is lowered and placed on the ground –
Fig. 13c. This is marked with the number (3). These
three phases apply to a single leg.

The last phase is related to the movement of the
whole body of the robot. In the three previous phases
the leg was moving freely, but when the leg is kept
on the ground, its movement causes the movement of
the robot and has influence on the rest of the legs –
Fig. 13d. This is the retraction phase marked with
the number (4). In this phase the whole mass of the
robot is moved forward (in this specific case) and is
supported by all the legs of the robot.

Adjusting the parameters of each phase of the
robot movement allows for more efficient negotia-
tion of the diverse terrains. In our research we are
using a six-legged walking robot equipped with posi-
tion controlled servomotors. The robot is using Hitec

Fig. 13 Phases of the leg
movement: a – lift the leg
(1), b – move the leg (2), c –
lower the leg (3), d – move
the body of the robot (4)
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HSR-5990TG with HMI (Hitec Multi-protocol Inter-
face) which allows only to change P and D gain of the
internal controller using three fixed values. Therefore,
the only possible modification of the gait parameters
is the change of the speed of the leg movement in each
phase of the walk.

To asses the performance of the robot while
walking on different terrains, the measurements of
the acceleration of the robot body were performed.
According to [31], due to the change of the mechanical
properties of the terrain, robot’s legs provide differ-
ent push based on the ground type they are interacting
with. Therefore, the vertical acceleration of the robot
is an informative feature.

5.1 Performed Experiments

In order to develop control law for the robot the series
of experiments were performed. Namely, the robot
was walking on 12 terrain types with different set-
tings of the speed parameters for each phase of the
gait. During each trial the vibration on the robot chas-
sis were measured using a 3-axis accelerometer, which
is a part of the AHRS – Xsens MT-28A53G25. The

sensor provides the calibrated readings of the accel-
erations of the robot along each axis of the local
coordinate frame. The local coordinates frame of the
robot is shown in Fig. 13a. In each trial robot was per-
forming 3 complete gait cycles using a wave gait. This
gives 18 steps for each trial. The grid search of the gait
parameters was performed. Two speeds for lifting the
leg, phase (1), were selected. Namely 0.5 and 0.8 of
maximum servomotor speed, which is in our case 2.38
rad/s. The speed parameter of putting the leg down
Vlegdown

, phase (3), had 7 possible values. The range
of speeds for Vlegdown

was [0.2, 0.8] with the iteration
step equal to 0.1 of maximum servomotor speed. The
speed of the movement for the phase (2) and (4) are
set to 0.8 of maximum servomotor speed. The robot
should move as fast as possible. The mean values of
the acceleration measured, along axes x, y and z, dur-
ing the experiments are shown in Figs. 14, 15 and 16
respectively.

In order to compensate the biases of the accel-
eration readings the AHRS was placed on the floor
of the laboratory and the measurements were taken
for 52 sec and the mean values of the accel-
erations along each axis of the local coordinates

Fig. 14 Mean value of acceleration along x-axis of the robot
while changing the speed of lowering the leg. Experiments per-
formed for two lifting speeds a) 0.5 b) 0.8 maximum speed
of the motor and 12 terrain types. Classes names are: artifi-
cial grass(ag), grit(grt), pebbles(peb), sand(snd), green rubber

tiles(gr), concrete ground(cg), black rubber tiles(br), wooden
boards(wd), rocks(roc), PVC tiles(pcv), ceramic tiles(cer) and
carpet tiles(lin). Vlegdown

– fraction of the maximum motor
speed
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Fig. 15 Mean value of acceleration along y-axis of the robot
while changing the speed of lowering the leg. Experiments per-
formed for two lifting speeds a) 0.5 b) 0.8 maximum speed of

the motor and 12 terrain types. Classes names as in Fig. 14.
Vlegdown

– fraction of the maximum motor speed

Fig. 16 Mean value of acceleration along z-axis of the robot
while changing the speed of lowering the leg. Experiments per-
formed for two lifting speeds a 0.5 b 0.8 maximum speed of the

motor and 12 terrain types. Classes names as in Fig. 14. Vlegdown

– fraction of the maximum motor speed
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Fig. 17 Standard deviation of acceleration along x-axis of the
robot while changing the speed of lowering the leg. Experi-
ments performed for two lifting speeds a 0.5 b 0.8 maximum
speed of the motor and 12 terrain types. Classes names are: arti-
ficial grass(ag), grit(grt), pebbles(peb), sand(snd), green rubber

tiles(gr), concrete ground(cg), black rubber tiles(br), wooden
boards(wd), rocks(roc), PVC tiles(pcv), ceramic tiles(cer)
and carpet tiles(lin). Vlegdown

– fraction of the maximum motor
speed

Fig. 18 Standard deviation of acceleration along y-axis of the
robot while changing the speed of lowering the leg. Experiments
performed for two lifting speeds a 0.5 b 0.8 maximum speed

of the motor and 12 terrain types. Classes names as in Fig. 17.
Vlegdown

– fraction of the maximum motor speed
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Fig. 19 Standard deviation of acceleration along z-axis of the
robot while changing the speed of lowering the leg.Experiments
performed for two lifting speeds a 0.5 b 0.8 maximum speed

of the motor and 12 terrain types. Classes names as in Fig. 17.
Vlegdown

– fraction of the maximum motor speed

frame of the AHRS were computed. The values
of the biases for the sensor were equal to ab =
[0.0616, 0.0303, 9.8217] m/s2. The third value of the
vector is the gravitational acceleration measured with
oursensor.

As it could be observed, the terrain type has
the influence on the acceleration of the robot body

while walking. For the dry sand, which is absorb-
ing most of the foot bounce, the acceleration values
in z-axis are not changing noticeably while changing
the speed of putting the leg down. On the contrary,
noticeable bounce of the robot could be observed
when walking on the stiff surfaces such as concrete
floor.

Fig. 20 Plot of the
performance function for
lifting speed 0.5 of
maximum speed of the
motor and 12 terrain.
Classes names are: artificial
grass(ag), grit(grt),
pebbles(peb), sand(snd),
green rubber tiles(gr),
concrete ground(cg), black
rubber tiles(br), wooden
boards(wd), rocks(roc),
PVC tiles(pcv), ceramic
tiles(cer) and carpet
tiles(lin). Vlegdown

– fraction
of the maximum motor
speed
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However, to obtain better understanding of the rela-
tion between the terrain type and the speed of lowering
the leg, standard deviation of the acquired signals were
calculated. The standard deviations of the accelera-
tions along axes x, y, z are shown in Figs. 17, 18 and
19 respectively.

The standard deviation provides the overview of
the range in which the acceleration is changing. For
the x-axis the values of the standard deviation are
not exceeding 0.95 m/s2 and for the y-axis the max-
imum value is equal to 1.5 m/s2. For the z-axis the
value of standard deviation is exceeding 1.8 m/s2.
The accelerations of the robot along the x-axis and
y-axis are caused by the forward movement of the
robot. Whereas, the acceleration in z-axis is mostly
influenced by the terrain characteristics. The higher
the standard deviation of the acceleration, the more
bumpy terrain is. Therefore, while walking, more
energy is dissipated for the unnecessary lifting of the
robot chassis. Hence, the acceleration along z-axis
should be considered as a feedback signal for the gait
controller.

5.2 Controller Synthesis

Having the data obtained in the grid search procedure,
the control law was proposed. The robot is required
to move as fast as possible while retaining the small
vibrations. Thus, it is not loosing to much of its energy
on other movements then those required for the for-
ward displacement. Looking at the figures the most
energy is lost for the movements along z-axis (up
and down). Hence, our control law is based on the
standard deviation of the accelerations along the z-
axis weighted by the Vlegdown

. The penalty is assigned
for the slower speed of the forward movement (1 −
Vlegdown

). The control law is given by equation:

Perf ormance = min[(1 − Vlegdown
+ Stdznorm)/2]

(9)
where:
Vlegdown

– speed of putting leg down, fraction of the
maximum motor speed [0;1];
Stdznorm – normalized standard deviation of accelera-
tion along z-axis [0;1];

Both components have values from [0;1] hence by
dividing the obtained value by 2 the Perf ormance is
also from range [0;1].

The results of searching the minimum from 9, for
the leg lifting speed equal to 0.5, gait phase (2), are
shown in Fig. 20. The minimum for each class is
more visible in the bar graph (Fig. 21). As it could
be observed, the whole set is divided into two groups.
These terrains which could be negotiated efficiently
with 0.8 of the maximum speed and those which could
be traversed with speed 0.7. Using our control law
for the speed of lifting the leg equal to 0.8 three
groups of the terrain were identified. Those which
are negotiated efficiently with 0.8, 0.7 and 0.6 of the
maximum servomotor speed. This could be observed
in Fig. 22 and also in the bar graph in Fig. 23.
The obtained results allows for proposing a discrete
controller.

5.3 Controller Implementation

The specification of the controller was established
by using the Discrete Event Systems approach. The
definition of the deterministic automaton is stated
according to [12]. Supervisor S is defined as:

Svc = (Xvc, Evc, fvc, xvc0, Xvcm), (10)

Fig. 21 Vlegdown
minimum for each terrain for lifting speed 0.5

of maximum speed of the motor and 12 terrain types. Classes
names are: artificial grass(1), grit(2), pebbles(3), sand(4),
green rubber tiles(5), concrete ground(6), black rubber tiles(7),
wooden boards(8), rocks(9), PVC tiles(10), ceramic tiles(11)
and carpet tiles(12). Vlegdown

– fraction of the maximum motor
speed
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Fig. 22 Plot of the
performance function for
lifting speed 0.8 of
maximum speed of the
motor and 12 terrain.
Classes names as in Fig. 20.
Vlegdown

– fraction of the
maximum motor speed
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where:
Xvc is the set of states allowed in the specification

of the velocity controller,
Evc is the finite set of events associated with Svc,
fvc : Xvc × Evc → Xvc is the transition function,
xvc0 is the initial state,
Xvcm ⊆ Xvc is the set of marked states.
The automaton consists of 3 states:

Xvc = {V08, V07, V06}, (11)

Fig. 23 Vlegdown
minimum for each terrain for lifting speed 0.8

of maximum speed of the motor and 12 terrain types. Classes
names are as in Fig. 21

where:
V0n : encodes the speed of the down movement

of the leg – phase (3) of the gait,
n = 6,7,8.

Transitions from state to state are driven by events.
The number of events is 6, as it was defined in (12).

Evc = ag, roc, pcv, grt, wd, nt. (12)

where:
ag : artificial grass,
roc : rocks,
pcv : PVC tiles,
grt : grit,
wd : wooden boards,
nt : neutral;

Fig. 24 Control strategy based on Vlegdown
for lifting speed 0.8
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Fig. 25 Controller
evaluation (distance
travelled) for lifting speed
0.8 of maximum speed of
the motor and 12 terrain
types. Classes names are:
artificial grass(1), grit(2),
pebbles(3), sand(4), green
rubber tiles(5), concrete
ground(6), black rubber
tiles(7), wooden boards(8),
rocks(9), PVC tiles(10),
ceramic tiles(11) and carpet
tiles(12). Red dots – best
result, green dots – worst
result; blue dots – controller

In the synthesis of the controller the signals from
the perception system were assumed to be determin-
istic due to high precision and recall of the obtained
classifier. The controller is shown in Fig. 24.

5.4 Controller Evaluation

For the proposed controller, evaluation procedure
was performed. The experimental setup consisted of

a camera mounted on the robot and a chessboard
mounted on the pole standing in front of the robot.
The camera was calibrated beforehand using calibra-
tion toolbox [5]. Next, the distance estimation error
was checked. To achieve this goal CNC (Computer
Numerical Control) milling-machine with the precise
measurement of the feed (0.001 mm) was used as the
moving table. For the distance of 1.2 m from the cam-
era to the chessboard the average error of distance

Fig. 26 Controller
evaluation (speed of the
robot) for lifting speed 0.8
of maximum speed of the
motor and 12 terrain types.
Classes names are as in
Fig. 25. Red dots – best
result, green dots – worst
result; blue dots – controller
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measurements (20 trials 0.5 mm feed each) was equal
to 0.57 mm with standard deviation of 0.37 mm.

With the properly calibrated camera, robot was per-
forming trials of 8 steps, of the same length, going
forward on each terrain type. Leg lifting speed was set
to 0.8 and leg lowering speed was adjusted from 0.5
– 0.8. The distance travelled by the robot for the best
and worst trials is shown in Fig. 25 using red and green
dots respectively.

While measuring the distance proper measurements
of time were performed as well. Each grabbed frame
was timestamped. Using this information the speed of
the robot movement for each trial was calculated. The
speed of the robot movement for the best and worst
trials is shown in Fig. 26 using red and green dots
respectively.

The qualitative controller evaluation for the trav-
elled distance is shown in Table 5. As it could be
observed, the proposed controller is sub-optimal. In
several cases better results were measured. In the
worst case the maximum difference in the travelled
distance between the robot using proposed controller
and the best result achieved is equal to 0.0265 m.
Relating this to the maximum difference between the
best and worst value measured during the experiments,
which is 0.0927 m, the gain of using the proposed
controller is clearly visible. Describing the results sta-
tistically, mean difference between the controller and
optimal solution is equal to 0.0126 m with standard
deviation of 0.0106 m. Whereas, comparing optimal
solution with worst results, average difference is equal
to 0.0555 m with standard deviation of 0.0273 m.

The qualitative controller evaluation for the speed
of robot forward movement is shown in Table 6.
Using speed as the controller performance measure,
the obtained results indicate even closer performance
resemblance of the proposed controller to the optimal
solution. In the worst case the maximum difference
in the movement speed between the robot using pro-
posed controller and the optimal trial is equal to
0.0019 m/s comparing to worst value achieved which

Table 5 Controller evaluation – travelled distance

min[m] max[m] μ[m] σ [m]

best-worst 0.0191 0.0927 0.0555 0.0273

best-controll. 0.0000 0.0265 0.0126 0.0106

Table 6 Controller evaluation – speed of movement

min[m/s] max[m/s] μ[m/s] σ [m/s]

best-worst 0.0025 0.0060 0.0044 0.0010

best-controll. 0.0000 0.0019 0.0004 0.0007

is 0.0060 m/s. Describing the results statistically mean
difference between the controller and optimal solu-
tion is equal to 0.0004 m/s with standard deviation
of 0.0007 m/s. Whereas, comparing optimal solu-
tion with worst results, average difference is equal to
0.0044 m/s with standard deviation of 0.0010 m/s.

In 9 cases out of 12 the proposed controller is
matching the best results achieved when measuring
speed of the robot movement on different terrain
types.

6 Discussion

In this section the comparison of the obtained results
with other similar approaches is given. The qualita-
tive and quantitative comparison will be made. For the
terrain classification it is possible to give the exact
numbers and compare the results quantitatively. How-
ever, it is hard to differentiate the controllers of the
walking robots due to the fact that the experiments
described in each of the papers are performed on dif-
ferent machines. A common testing platform is not
available at the moment.

6.1 Quantitative Comparison

The results regarding terrain classification which were
presented in the current paper were compared against
eight other approaches. This is shown in Table 7.
In this table not only bare classification results, but
also the type of the sensor used and the number of
terrain classes recognized by the classifier were pre-
sented. Our approach has similar results (precision)
to the results obtained in the work reported in [13]
and in [17]. However, in [13] the dataset is two times
smaller. In the second case, even though the cardi-
nality of the datasets is comparable, the experiments
were performed in the controlled manner. The speed
of the wheeled robot movement was constant for each
experimental trial. This is not possible in the case
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Table 7 Comparison of the results with other approaches

No. of terrain Results Sensors used Notes

classes (precision)

Bermudez [4] 3 93.80 % IMU, back-EMF, magnetic encoders

Manjanna [31] 4 92.11 % IMU, motor current

Filitchkin [13] 6 95.40 % Vision interclass variability

Angelova [1] 7 78.85 % Vision interclass variability

Zenker [50] 8 91.46 % Vision moving walking robot

Giguere [17] 10 94.60 % Tactile probe

Hoepflinger [19] 11 86.81 % F/T sensor – single vibrating leg no robot motion

Weiss [48] 14 87.33 % Vision, Vibration

Our approach 12 94.44 % F/T sensor, depth, vision

of the walking robot. For the slightly larger dataset
described in [48], the results of the terrain classifica-
tion using vision and vibration information were lower
by 7 % comparing to the approach proposed in this
paper.

When referring to the results reported in [19] it
is worth noting that the results obtained for 11 ter-
rains using tactile sensing (86.81 %) are similar to
the one presented in this paper when utilizing only
F/T sensor (86.11 %). Even though, their approach
might seem similar to ours, but in fact there is a
major difference. Their experiments were performed
using single robotic leg removed from the robot.
Additionally, there is no direct connection of the
presented work with the control of the robot gait.
Hence, this work will not be covered in the qualitative
comparison.

6.2 Qualitative Comparison

The control system of the robot due to the lack of the
common platform for testing could only be compared
in the qualitative manner. The common platform is
understood as the use of the same walking robot and
the same ground samples.

The comparison starts from the work reported
in [13]. The robotic platform, used in the experi-
ments, was four legged Little Dog. The robot was
traversing 5 terrain types. The classification results
were employed for changing preprogrammed gait pat-
terns. As a gait adjusting parameter ground clearance
was chosen. Three gait types with: low, medium
and high ground clearance were tested. The times

of the terrain negotiation were measured while using
each gait and then the classification results were
used to select the appropriate gait for each terrain
class.

Next, let us focus on paper [4] which describes
experiments performed for a milirobotic crawling
platform. The change of the speed of the robot move-
ment on each terrain type was tested against the stride
frequency. However, the classification results weren’t
directly implemented to control the robot.

In publication [50] terrains were divided into
four different groups: stiff ground, loose ground,
rough ground, vegetated ground and the experiments
were performed while measuring energy consumption
while walking on each terrain type. In the performed
experiment, control input value of the Central Pattern
Generator (CPG) was modified and tested.

Finally, in work reported in [18] the experiment,
which was only the proof of the concept, the Rhex
robot was able to identify three terrain types: beach,
wash and water. Based on the classification results
robot switched its control mode from gait to swim-
ming. In this experiment the authors used only the
threshold rule to classify the terrains. As more chal-
lenging experiment the classification of linoleum,
snow and ice was performed. Obtained average preci-
sion was equal to 92.67 %, but no experiments with
controller were performed. Recently the research was
extended in [31]. In this research the tests on how
the walking speed is influencing terrain identification
process were performed.

In the approach presented in this paper Discrete
Event Controller was built. The proposed controller
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was obtained by optimising gait parameters using
robot chassis vibration data. The preprogrammed gaits
were not used. In this sense our approach is more
advanced then these presented in above-mentioned
comparison. Additionally, aforementioned approaches
were adjusting the speed of the whole robot, where
in approach presented in this paper the leg move-
ment phases were treated separately in the controller
synthesis process.

6.3 Limitations

In the presented approach several limitations could
be noticed. Firstly, the depth perception experiments
were performed for the terrain samples lying on the
horizontal plane. No test with the inclined terrains
were performed. It was assumed that the ground plane
could be calculated from the point cloud and then
it could be transformed to the appropriate reference
frame. But looking at the nature of the measure-
ments, the terrain seen from different angles could
have totally different shape for example due to the
occlusions.

Additionally, the depth sensor is providing infor-
mation about the terrain geometry which is not always
related to the terrain type. It is mostly observed for
the loose terrains, where the geometry may change,
for example, due to the robot movement. However,
for several terrain types the geometry is fixed (e.g.
ceramics, wooden boards) and the information about
the geometry is the relevant feature to support features
obtained from other sensing modalities.

In the controller part some limitations could also be
found. The proposed control law is suitable for the ter-
rain types presented in the paper. The set of samples
is not covering the whole range of the terrain types.
The most important fact is that the thorough test of the
influence of changing friction coefficient (in the wide
range) were not performed. For example, no results
were obtained for the robot walking on ice or wet slip-
pery surfaces. The research was focused mainly on the
compliance and irregularities of the ground and how
they influence the bounce of the robot foot.

7 Conclusions

In the presented paper the system for improving
mobility of the walking robot in the changing terrain

conditions was presented. The robot was equipped
with three types of the perception systems to obtain
the information about the ground class. The classifi-
cation results for each of the perception systems used
separately weren’t satisfactory to obtain the reliable
estimate of the ground type. However, the utilization
of the classifier combination rules allowed to obtain
the precision and recall results above 94 %. This level
of the confidence allowed us to built the controller
which relayed on the information from the percep-
tion system. The discrete controller which adjust the
speed of the robot movements to the type of the ter-
rain was proposed. The condition to be fulfilled is
to obtain the balance between the speed of the for-
ward displacement of the robot and in the same time
to reduce the energy lose caused by the vibrations
of the robot trunk while traversing different terrain
types.

The obtained results of the terrain classification
are comparable to the results obtained in the sim-
ilar research. However, it is worth mentioning that
in our case the similar percentage of good classi-
fications was obtained for the larger dataset. Addi-
tionally, the proposed controller was obtained in the
optimisation process and is not using the prepro-
grammed gaits. This indicates the progress which
is made comparing to the previous approaches.
The obtained controller was evaluated with the
external system for distance and movement speed
measurements.

The results obtained in the experiments described
in this paper allows us to envision some future
directions of the research on adaptation of the
walking robot gait to the ground type. In the
classification process the experiments with differ-
ent directions of the robot movement and different
walking speeds should be performed. This would
enable the robot to perform challenging tasks in
real world scenario such as Search and Rescue
Missions.

Furthermore, the influence of the different opti-
misation functions, used in the process of the gait
controller synthesis, on effectiveness of the terrain
negotiation should be checked. Additionally, to check
the whole variety of the control schemes, the walking
robot should be equipped with torque controllable ser-
vomotors. It will enable us to exploit the knowledge
from the field of robotic manipulators and make the
robot legs fully compliant.
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